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Abstract
To leverage rich data distributed at the network edge, a new machine-learning paradigm, called edge learning,
has emerged where learning algorithms are deployed at the edge for providing intelligent services to mobile users.
While computing speeds are advancing rapidly, the communication latency is becoming the bottleneck of fast
edge learning. To address this issue, this work is focused on designing a low-latency multi-access scheme for
edge learning. To this end, we consider a popular privacy-preserving framework, federated edge learning (FEEL),
where a global AI-model at an edge-server is updated by aggregating (averaging) local models trained at edge
devices. It is proposed that the updates simultaneously transmitted by devices over broadband channels should
be analog aggregated “over-the-air” by exploiting the waveform-superposition property of a multi-access channel.
Such broadband analog aggregation (BAA) results in dramatical communication-latency reduction compared with
the conventional orthogonal access (i.e., OFDMA). In this work, the effects of BAA on learning performance
are quantified targeting a single-cell random network. First, we derive two tradeoffs between communication-and-
learning metrics, which are useful for network planning and optimization. The power control (“truncated channel
inversion”) required for BAA results in a tradeoff between the update-reliability [as measured by the receive signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR)] and the expected update-truncation ratio. Consider the scheduling of cell-interior devices to
constrain path loss. This gives rises to the other tradeoff between the receive SNR and fraction of data exploited
in learning. Next, the latency-reduction ratio of the proposed BAA with respect to the traditional OFDMA scheme
is proved to scale almost linearly with the device population. Experiments based on a neural network and a real
dataset are conducted for corroborating the theoretical results. In addition, we discuss the extensions of BAA to
acquire safety against adversary attacks and integrate beamforming for enhancing cell-edge links.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traffic in mobile Internet is growing at a breath-taking rate due to the extreme popularity of
mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and sensors). Analysis shows that there will be 80 billions of devices
connected to Internet by 2025, resulting in a tenfold traffic growth compared with 2016 [1]. The availability
of enormous mobile data and recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence (AI) motivate researchers to
develop AI technologies at the network edge. Such technologies are collectively called edge AI and drive
the latest trend in machine learning, i.e., edge learning, that concerns training of edge-AI models via
computation at edge servers and devices [2]–[4]. The migration of learning from central clouds towards
the edge allows edge servers to have fast access to real-time data generated by edge devices for fast
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Figure 1. Federated edge learning from wirelessly distributed data.
training of AI models. In return, downloading the models from servers to devices in proximity provision
the latter intelligence to respond to real-time events. While computing speeds are growing rapidly, wireless
transmission of high-dimensional data by many devices suffers from the scarcity of radio resources and
hostility of wireless channels, resulting in a communication bottleneck for fast edge learning [5], [6].
This calls for the design of low-latency multi-access schemes that integrate techniques from two different
areas, namely distributed learning and wireless communication.
In this work, we propose one such scheme, called broadband analog aggregation (BAA), for low-
latency implementation of a popular distributed-learning framework, called federated learning [6], [7], in
a wireless network, referred to as federated edge learning (FEEL). As illustrated in Fig 1, a key operation
of FEEL is to aggregate (or average) local models trained on devices to update the global model at a
server. The BAA realizes the operation over a broadband multi-access channel by exploiting simultaneous
transmission and the resultant waveform superposition. This leads to dramatic latency reduction compared
with the conventional orthogonal access. In this work, we develop the BAA framework by deriving the
tradeoffs between a set of communication-and-learning metrics and quantifying the latency reduction
compared with the conventional design.
A. Federated Edge Learning and Multi-Access
As mentioned, FEEL is a recently developed distributed-learning framework that preserves user-privacy
by avoiding direct data uploading. To this end, a typical federated-learning algorithm alternates between
two phases, as shown in Fig. 1. One is to aggregate distributed updates over a multi-access channel and
apply their average to update the AI-model at the edge server. The other is to broadcast the model under
training to allow edge devices to compute its updates using local datasets and then transmit the updates
to the server for aggregation. The iteration continues until the global model converges and each iteration
is called a communication round. The updates computed locally at edge devices can be either the model
parameters [6] or gradient vectors [7], giving rise to two implementation approaches, i.e., model-averaging
3and gradient-averaging.
In view of high dimensionality in updates (each constitutes e.g., millions of parameters), a main theme in
the FEEL research is to develop communication-efficient strategies for fast update-uploading to accelerate
learning. There exist three main approaches. The first addresses the straggler issue, namely that the slow
devices (stragglers) dominate the overall latency due to update synchronization required for aggregation.
To reduce latency, a partial averaging scheme is proposed in [8] where only a portion of updates from those
fast-responding devices are used for global model updating, while those from stragglers are discarded.
Later, the design was enhanced by coding the updates such that the full update-averaging can be still
realized using only a portion of coded updates [9]. The second approach also aims at reducing the
number of transmitting devices, but the scheduling criterion is update significance instead of computation
speed [10], [11]. If FEEL is implemented based on model averaging, the update significance is measured
by the model variance which indicates the divergence of a particular local model from the average across
all local models [10]. On the other hand, if the gradient averaging is employed, the update significance is
measured by gradient divergence that reflects the level of change on the current gradient update w.r.t. the
previous one [11]. The last approach focuses on update compression by exploiting the sparsity of gradient
updates [12], [13].
The prior work by computer scientists focuses on reducing the number of updating devices and
compressing the information for transmission. It represents a computer-science approach for tackling
the communication-latency problem in the FEEL systems. Wireless channels therein are abstracted as “bit
pipes” that overlook the possibility of exploiting the channels’ sophisticated properties (e.g., fading, multi-
access and broadcasting, and spatial multiplexing) for latency reduction. Thus, a more direct and perhaps
more fundamental approach for solving this communication problem is to develop wireless communication
techniques to support low-latency FEEL. We adopt the new approach in this work and focus on designing
a multi-access scheme for communication-efficient FEEL. The classic orthogonal-access schemes (e.g.,
OFDMA or TDMA) have been designed for supporting independent links. Their applications to edge
learning can cause the multi-access latency to scale linearly with the number of edge devices and thus
are inefficient. To overcome the drawback, we propose the low-latency BAA scheme for leveraging
simultaneous broadband transmission to implement update aggregation “over-the-air” in the FEEL systems.
B. Over-the-Air Computation
The current BAA scheme builds on the classic idea of over-the-air computation (AirComp). The idea of
AirComp can be traced back to the pioneering work studying functional computation in sensor networks
[14]. The design relies on structured codes (i.e., lattice codes) to cope with channel distortion introduced by
the multi-access channel. The significance of the work lies in its counter-intuitive finding that “interference”
can be harnessed to help computing. It was subsequently discovered in [15] that simple analog transmission
without coding but with channel pre-equalization can achieve the minimum distortion if the data sources are
4independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian. Nevertheless, coding can be still useful for other
settings if the sources follow more complex distributions such as bivariate Gaussian [16] and correlated
Gaussian [17]. The satisfactory performance and simplicity of analog AirComp has led to an active
area focusing on robustness design and performance analysis [18]–[21]. In particular, techniques for
distributed power control and robust AirComp against channel estimation errors are proposed in [18] and
[19], respectively. Theoretical analysis on the AirComp outage performance under a distortion constraint
and the computation rate, defined as the number of functional values computed per time slot, were
provided in [20] and [21], respectively. Another vein of research focuses on transforming AirComp from
theory into practice by prototyping [22] and addressing the practical issue of transmission synchronization
over sensors [23], [24]. In [23], the authors proposed to modulate the data into transmit power to relax
the synchronization requirement. As a result, only coarse block-synchronization is required for realizing
AirComp. An alternative scheme, called AirShare, is developed in [24] which broadcasts a shared clock
to all devices so as to enforce synchronization.
Advancing beyond scalar-valued function computation, the latest trend in the area also explores multiple-
input-mutiple-output (MIMO) techniques to enable vector-valued function computation [25]–[27], referred
as MIMO AirComp. In particular, a comprehensive framework for MIMO AirComp that consists of
beamforming optimization and a matching limited-feedback design is proposed in [25]. The framework
was extended in subsequent work to wirelessly-powered AirComp system [26], where the beamformer was
jointly optimized with the wireless power control to further reduce the AirComp distortion, and massive
MIMO AirComp system [27], where a reduced-dimension two-tier beamformer design was developed by
exploiting the clustered channel structure to reduce the channel-feedback overhead and signal processing
complexity. It is also worth mentioning that, while AirComp is mostly deployed in computation-centric
sensor networks as discussed above, the AirComp operation has been also leveraged in rate-maximization
cellular systems such as two-way relaying [28] and MIMO lattice decoding [29].
Prior work on AirComp targets sensor networks and thus focuses on narrow-band systems only. The
reason is that sensor networks typically require low-rate transmission and communicate over a dedicated
narrow-band in practical systems, e.g., LTE for narrow-band Internet-of-Things (NB-IoT) [30]. In contrast,
we consider broadband channels due to the transmission of high-dimensional updates in the FEEL systems.
However, the solutions for broadband AirComp do not exist in the existing literature. Such design as well
as the study of the effects of AirComp on the edge-learning performance is an area largely uncharted.
This motivates the development of the BAA scheme and its performance analysis in the current work.
C. Contribution and Organization
We consider the implementation of FEEL in a single-cell wireless network. The BAA scheme is
proposed to reduce the communication latency in the network, which is described as follows. Each device
transmits a high-dimensional update (local model) in blocks over a broadband channel, using linear analog
5modulation for modulating individual parameters and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
for partitioning the channel into sub-channels. Realizing over-the-air update aggregation requires the
received model parameters from different devices to have identical amplitudes, called amplitude alignment.
This is achieved by broadband channel inversion at each device. The channel inversion and simultaneous
analog OFDM transmission by a set of scheduled devices allow the server to receive the desired average
of the local models/updates computed at the devices.
Based on the scheme, we develop the BAA framework using a random network model where a number
of edge devices are randomly distributed in a disk area. To describe our findings, it is necessary to
introduce some metrics related to the FEEL-network performance as follows:
1) Receive SNR: Given amplitude alignment, the receive signal-to-noise ratios SNRs for updates trans-
mitted by different devices are identical. The metric is one quality measure of model update in FEEL.
2) Truncation ratio: This is another update-quality measure. It refers to the expected ratio of model
parameters being truncated due to channel inversion at a device under a transmit-power constraint.
3) Fraction of exploited data: It refers to the fraction of the distributed dataset exploited in learning.
Given uniform data distribution over devices, the metric is equal to the fraction of scheduled devices.
The findings and the contributions from the framework development are summarized as follows:
• Two Communication-and-Learning Tradeoffs: The first tradeoff as derived in closed-form is
between the receive SNR and the truncation ratio, called the SNR-truncation tradeoff. The tradeoff
also shows that the receive SNR is limited by the path-loss of the furthest device from the server,
which is due to the said amplitude alignment among devices. This suggests that the receive SNR
can be improved via scheduling cell-interior devices for FEEL. However, this causes data loss and
thereby gives rise to the second tradeoff, namely the one between the receive SNR and the fraction
of exploited data. It is referred to as (update)-reliability-(data)-quantity tradeoff. The above two
tradeoffs are fundamental for FEEL systems with BAA and can be useful tools for further research
in this direction. In addition, to improve this tradeoff by copying with data deficiency, we propose two
scheduling schemes: one is to exploit mobility and the other to alternate the scheduling of cell-interior
and cell-edge devices.
• Communication-Latency Analysis: The latency reduction of BAA is quantified with respect to
(w.r.t.) the conventional multi-access scheme, namely orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) with digital modulation. The latency-reduction ratio is proven to increase with K, the
number of scheduled devices, as O
(
K
logK
)
. The result shows that BAA is a promising solution for
low-latency FEEL with many devices.
• Experiments: The FEEL system is implemented in software for an AI application of handwritten-digit
recognition, where the AI-model is based on a neural network and a real image dataset. Experimental
results demonstrate the derived communication-learning tradeoffs. Moreover, the results confirm the
6dramatic communication-latency reduction achieved by BAA w.r.t. the conventional design.
• Extensions: Extensions of the BAA scheme are also presented to address two issues, namely security
against adversarial attacks and beamforming for improving link reliability of cell-edge devices.
Last, it is worth mentioning that upon the completion of this work, interesting parallel work [31],
[32] was also reported that share the common theme of applying AirComp to update aggregation in
FEEL. Nevertheless, the specific systems and designs therein differ from the current work. Both paralelled
work targets narrow-band single/multi-antenna channels and focuses on algorithmic design to improve
system performance. Specifically, a source-coding algorithm that exploits the sparsity in gradient update
is proposed in [31] for compressed update transmission. A device-selection algorithm is developed in [32]
to maximize the number of scheduled devices under a update-distortion constraint.
Organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system
and channel models. Section III presents the proposed BAA scheme and motivates the user scheduling
problem. Practical scheduling schemes for BAA is presented in Section IV and the involved tradeoff
is quantified. The latency performance of the proposed BAA is analytically compared with the digital
counterpart in Section V. Section VI shows the experimental results using real dataset. Discussion on
possible extensions is provided in Section VII, followed by concluding remarks in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Federated Edge Learning System
We consider a FEEL system comprising a single edge server and K edge devices as shown in Fig. 1. A
shared AI model (e.g., a classifier), represented by the parameter set w, is trained collaboratively across
the edge devices. Each device collects a fraction of labelled training data via the interaction with its own
user, constituting a local dataset.
To facilitate the learning, the loss function measuring the model error is defined as follows. Let Dk
denote the local dataset collected at the k-th edge device. The local loss function of the model vector w
on Dk is given by
(Local loss function) Fk(w) =
1
|Dk|
∑
(xj ,yj)∈Dk
f(w,xj, yj), (1)
where f(w,xj, yj) is the sample-wise loss function quantifying the prediction error of the model w on
the training sample xj w.r.t. its ground-true label yj . For convenience, we rewrite f(w,xj, yj) as fj(w)
and assume uniform sizes for local datasets: |Dk| ≡ D, for all k. Then, the global loss function on all
the distributed datasets can be written as
(Global loss function) F (w) =
∑
j∈∪kDk fj(w)
| ∪k Dk| =
1
K
K∑
k=1
Fk(w). (2)
7The learning process is thus to minimize the global loss function F (w), namely,
w∗ = argminF (w). (3)
One way for computing F (w) is to directly upload all local data, which causes the privacy issue. To
tackle the issue, the FEEL framework is employed to solve the problem in (3) in a distributed manner.
We focus on the model-averaging implementation in the subsequent exposition while the same principle
also applies to the alternative implementation based on gradient-averaging [7].
For implementing FEEL, in each communication round, say the n-th round, the edge server broadcasts
the current model under training w[n] to all edge devices. Starting from w[n], each device updates its own
model by running τ -step (τ ≥ 1) stochastic gradient descent (SGD) towards minimizing the loss function
defined in (1). Mathematically, for device k, a single-step SGD updates the local model wk based on the
following equation:
(Local model updating) wk[n+ 1] = w[n]− η∇Fk(w[n]), (4)
where η is the step size and ∇ represents the gradient operator. Then, a τ -step SGD repeats the updating
rule in (4) for τ times. Upon its completion, the local model-updates are sent to the edge server for
averaging and updating the global model w as follows:
(Global model updating) w[n+ 1] =
1
K
K∑
k=1
wk[n+ 1]. (5)
The learning process involves the iteration between (4) and (5) until the model converges.
As observed from (5), it is only the aggregated model, i.e.,
(Model aggregation) y =
K∑
k=1
wk, (6)
instead of individual model-updates {wk}, needed at the edge server for model averaging. This motivates
the low-latency BAA scheme exploiting AirComp as presented in Section III.
B. Broadband Channel and Update Transmission
The uploading of model-updates from edge devices to the server is through a broadband multi-access
channel. To cope with the frequency selective fading and inter-symbol interference, the OFDM modulation
is adopted to divide the whole bandwidth B to M orthogonal sub-channels. To exploit AirComp for low-
latency model aggregation, model-updates are amplitude-modulated for analog transmission. Also, each
sub-channel is dedicated for one model-parameter transmission.
During the model updating phase, all devices transmit simultaneously over the whole available band-
width. We assume symbol-level synchronization among the transmitted devices through a synchornization
channel (e.g., “timing advance” in LTE systems [33]). Let wk = [wk,1, wk,2, · · · , wk,q]T denote the q × 1
8local model-update from the k-th device, where q also denotes the number of model parameters. At each
communication round, the model-updating duration consists of Ns = qM OFDM symbols. In particular, the
i-th aggregated model parameter, denoted by yi, with i = (t− 1)M +m, received in the m-th sub-carrier
at the t-th OFDM symbol, is given by
yi =
K∑
k=1
r
−α
2
k h
(m)
k [t]p
(m)
k [t]wk,i + z
(m)[t], ∀i (7)
where r
−α
2
k captures the path-loss of the link between device k and the edge server, with rk denoting the
distance between them and α representing the path-loss exponent; the small-scale fading of the channel is
captured by h(m)k [t] which follows Rayleigh fading and is identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.)
over the indexes of k,m, t, yielding h(m)k [t] ∼ CN (0, 1).1 {p(m)k [t]} are the associated power control
policies on the transmitted updates to be designed in the sequel. Last, z(m)[t] models the i.i.d. additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) following CN (0, 1). For ease of notation, we skip the OFDM symbol
index t in the subsequent exposition whenever no confusion is incurred. To facilitate the power-control
design and reduce transmission power, the symbols are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance,
i.e., E(wkwHk ) = I, where the normalization factor for each model dimension is uniform for all devices
and can be inverted at the edge server.
The power allocation over sub-channels, {p(m)k }, will be adapted to the channel coefficients, {h(m)k },
for implementing the BAA as presented in the sequel. The transmission of each device is subject to the
long-term transmission power constraint:
E
[
M∑
m=1
|p(m)k (h(m)k )|2
]
≤ P0, ∀k, (8)
where the the expectation is taken over the random channel coefficients. Since channel coefficients are
i.i.d. over different sub-channels, the above power constraint reduces to
(Power constraint) E
[
|p(m)k (h(m)k )|2
]
≤ P0
M
, ∀k. (9)
C. Network Topology
We consider a single-cell network distribution in a disk. Specifically, the edge devices are i.i.d. dis-
tributed over a disk centred at the edge server with a cell-radius R. Thus the probability density function
(PDF) of the distance rk is given by
frk(r) =
2r
R2
, 0 ≤ r ≤ R. (10)
1We assume a highly frequency selective channel for ease of exposition. For a frequency correlated channel, it can be modelled by
frequency block fading where sub-channels within a same block have identical gains and the gains over different blocks are i.i.d. [34]. The
main results hold if the definition of (parameter) truncation ratio is modified as the ratio of truncated frequency blocks.
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Figure 2. A single-cell edge learning network with uniformly-distributed edge devices.
Fig. 2 illustrates one realization of the random network. The cell is divided into two non-overlapping
parts: cell-interior and cell-edge. Specifically, the area within a range of distance Rin from the server is
referred to as the cell-interior while the area outside the range as the cell-edge.
III. BROADBAND ANALOG AGGREGATION: SCHEME AND PROPERTIES
In this section, the proposed BAA scheme for FEEL is first presented. Then the resultant SNR-truncation
tradeoff as mentioned is derived via analyzing the receive SNR and update-truncation ratio.
A. The Scheme of Broadband Analog Aggregation
1) Transmitter Design: To enable BAA, the transmitter design for edge devices is illustrated in Fig.
3(a). Essentially, the design differs from the classic OFDM transmitter by replacing digital modulation
(e.g., QAM) with linear analog modulation and adding channel-inversion power control, as highlighted in
Fig. 3(a).
The new signal-processing operations in the transmitter are described as follows. The local-model
parameters are first amplitude-modulated into symbols. The long symbol sequence is divided into blocks.
Each is transmitted in a single OFDM symbol with one parameter over one frequency sub-channel.
Assuming perfect CSI at the transmitter, sub-channels are inverted by power control so that model
parameters transmitted by different devices are received with identical amplitudes, achieving amplitude
alignment at the receiver as required for BAA. Nevertheless, a brute-force approach is inefficient if
not impossible under a power constraint since some sub-channels are likely to encounter deep fades.
To overcome the issue, we adopt the more practical truncated channel inversion. To be specific, a sub-
channel is inverted only if its gain exceeds a so called power-cutoff threshold, denoted by gth, or otherwise
allocated zero power. Then the transmission power of the k-th device on the m-th sub-channel, denoted
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Figure 3. Transceiver design for broadband model aggregation.
as p(m)k , can be written as
(Truncated channel inversion) p(m)k =

√
ρk
r
−α
2
k h
(m)
k
, |h(m)k |2 ≥ gth
0, |h(m)k |2 < gth,
(11)
where ρk is a scaling factor set for ensuring the average-transmit-power constraint in (9). One can see
from (7) that, ρk also determines the receive SNR of the model-update from each device.
We remark that the policy can cause the loss of those model parameters that are mapped to the truncated
sub-channels. To measure the loss, we define the truncation ratio as ζ = # of truncated parameters# of total model-update parameters and
analyze it in the sequel. Other operations in Fig. 3(a) follow the conventional design. Their details are
omitted for brevity.
2) Receiver Design: Fig. 3(b) shows the receiver design for edge server. It has the same architecture
as the conventional OFDM receiver except that the digital demodulator is replaced with a post-processing
operator that scales the received signal to obtained the desired average model. However, the received
signal is different between the current receiver and the conventional design as described below.
Consider an arbitrary communication round and a set of devices scheduled by the server to transmit
their local models, which are represented by the index set K. Given their simultaneous transmission, the
server receives superimposed waveforms. By substituting the truncated-channel-inversion policy in (11)
into (7), the server obtains the aggregated local-model block, denoted by a M × 1 vector y[t], at the
serial-to-parallel converter output [see Fig. 3(b)] as:
y[t] =
∑
k∈K
√
ρkw˜k[t] + z[t], (12)
where t is the index of local-model block (OFDM symbol) as defined in (7). w˜k[t] is a truncated version
of wk[t] = [wk,(t−1)M+1, · · · , wk,tM ]T with the truncated elements determined by the channel realizations
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according to (11) and represented by zeros. Note from (12) that {√ρk} should be aligned to enforce the
said amplitude alignment required for aggregation. Next, cascading all the Ns blocks and scale the result
by the factor 1|K| gives the desired updated global model. Then, the server initiates the next communication
round by broadcasting the model to all devices or complete the learning process if the model converges.
B. SNR-Truncation Tradeoff
Targeting the BAA scheme, we show in this sub-section that there exists a tradeoff between the receive
SNR (identical for all devices) and the truncation ratio defined in the preceding sub-section, which is
regulated by the power-cutoff threshold in (11).
First, by substituting (11) into (9), the maximum receive SNR of a model-update can be derived below.
Lemma 1 (Maximum receive SNR). Consider the k-th edge device with the propagation distance rk, the
maximum receive SNR of the update transmitted by the device is bounded as
ρk ≤ P0
MrαkEi(gth)
, (13)
where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function defined as Ei(x) =
∫∞
x
1
t
exp(−t)dt. The equality is
achieved when the device transmits with the maximum average power P0.
Proof: Let gk = |hk|2 denote the channel gain of the k-th link. Since the channel coefficient is
Rayleigh distributed hk ∼ CN (0, 1), it yields that gk follows the exponential distribution with unit mean.
Then substituting (11) into (9) gives
ρk
r−αk
∫ ∞
gth
1
g
exp(−g)dg ≤ P0
M
. (14)
The desired result follows by invoking the definition of the exponential integral function.
Lemma 1 indicates that the maximum receive SNR for a model-update is limited by the propagation
distance. For BAA implementation, near devices need lower their transmission power to achieve amplitude
alignment with far devices. This results in a receive SNR identical for all devices, denoted as ρ0. It follows
from Lemma 1 that
(Receive SNR) ρ0 =
P0
MrαmaxEi(gth)
, (15)
where rmax = maxk{r1, r2, · · · , rK} denotes the distance from the edge server to the furthest active
device. The result suggests the need of limiting the distances of devices by scheduling, which is explored
in Section IV.
Besides affecting the receive SNR, the power-cutoff threshold gth also regulates the truncation ratio. In
particular, when an update contains sufficiently many parameters, by law of large number, its truncation
ratio is equal to the corresponding channel cutoff probability as derived below.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the SNR-truncation tradeoff, where we set P0 = 0.1(W), M = 1000, rmax = 100, N0 = −80 dBm and α = 3.
Lemma 2 (Truncation ratio). When the model-update dimension q →∞, the truncation ratio ζ is equal
to the channel-cutoff probability:
ζ → Pr(|hk|2 < gth) = 1− exp(−gth), q →∞ (16)
Proof: The result immediately follows from the exponential distribution of the channel gain.
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2, we derive the said SNR-truncation tradeoff as follows.
Proposition 1 (SNR-truncation tradeoff). Given the BAA scheme, the relationship between the receive
SNR ρ0 and the truncation ratio ζ is specified by the following equation:
ρ0 =
P0
MrαmaxEi(− ln(1− ζ))
, q  1. (17)
Remark 1 (SNR-truncation tradeoff and power-cutoff threshold). An exemplary SNR-truncation tradeoff
curve for typical system settings is plotted in Fig. 4. The said tradeoff is controlled by the power-cutoff
threshold gth. Particularly, an increasing gth tends to increase the receive SNR at the cost of more truncated
parameters in model updates and vice versa. Since both affect the receive-update quality at the server, the
threshold being too high or too low degrades the learning performance. Thus it is necessary to optimize
the threshold, which is a design issue warranting further investigation. In experiments, the power-cutoff
threshold is optimized numerically to optimize the learning performance by a grid search.
IV. BROADBAND ANALOG AGGREGATION: SCHEDULING
The preceding result in Proposition 2 shows that the bottleneck of the receive SNR of model updates
is the device with the longest propagation distance. Then to ensure the update reliability, it is desirable to
constrain the distance of active devices from the server. This motivates the following scheduling scheme.
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Scheme 1 (Cell-interior scheduling). The edge server schedules only the cell-interior edge devices
whose distances are no larger than a distance threshold Rin.
For the purpose of comparison, consider the baseline scheme of simply scheduling all available devices,
called all-inclusive scheduling. Compared with the baseline scheme, even though cell-interior scheduling
improves the update reliability, it has the drawback of data deficiency since the resultant model-training
fails to exploit data at cell-edge devices. As a basic property of cell-interior scheduling, we derive in the
sequel a tradeoff between the SNR gain (w.r.t. all-inclusive scheduling) and the fraction of exploited data,
called the (update)-reliability-(data)-quantity tradeoff, by analyzing the two metrics. In the last subsection,
schemes for coping with data deficiency are discussed.
A. Fraction of Exploited Data.
Assuming equal data partitioning among all edge devices, the fraction of exploited data is equal to the
fraction of scheduled users, which is derived as follows. Let Kin denote the number of scheduled devices
within the range of Rin. The number Kin is a random variable whose distribution is parameterized by Rin,
R, and K as derived below.
Lemma 3 (Distribution of the number of scheduled devices). In cell-interior scheduling, given the distance
threshold Rin, the number of scheduled users follows a Binomial distribution with the probability mass
function (PMF) given by:
Pr(Kin = k) =
(
K
k
)(
R2in
R2
)k (
1− R
2
in
R2
)K−k
, (18)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Based on Lemma 3, one can easily obtain the expected fraction of exploited data as follows:
Proposition 2 (Expected fraction of exploited data). Given cell-interior scheduling with the distance
threshold Rin, the expected fraction of exploited-data (or equivalently the fraction of scheduled-devices)
is given by
FDAT = E
(
Kin
K
)
=
(
Rin
R
)2
. (19)
B. Receive SNR Gain
To characterize the receive SNR gain, the expected receive SNRs for all-inclusive scheduling and cell-
interior scheduling are analyzed. Their ratio gives the desired SNR gain.
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1) All-Inclusive Scheduling: In order to derive E(ρ0) with ρ0 defined in (15), the distribution of rmax =
maxk{r1, r2, · · · , rK} is required which is provided as follows.
Lemma 4 (Distribution of maximum distance). The PDF of the maximum distance rmax under the uniform
user distribution in (10) is given by
frmax(r) =
2K
R2K
r2K−1. (20)
The result follows straightforwardly from (10) and the proof is omitted.
Using Lemma 4, the expected receive SNR for all-inclusive scheduling is derived below.
Lemma 5 (Expected receive SNR for all-inclusive scheduling). By employing all-inclusive scheduling,
the resultant expected receive SNR is given by
E(ρ0) =
2K
2K − α
P0
MRαEi(gth)
, K >
α
2
. (21)
Proof: See Appendix B.
Since the path-loss exponent α ∈ [3, 4] in practice, the requirement of K > α
2
for the above result can
be easily satisfied by having the number of edge devices K > 2.
2) Cell-Interior Scheduling: For cell-interior scheduling, the following result can be derived.
Lemma 6 (Expected receive SNR for cell-interior scheduling). By employing cell-interior scheduling, the
resultant expected receive SNR is given by
E[ρ0(Rin)] =
c(Rin)P0
MRαinEi(gth)
, (22)
where c(Rin) is a bounded scaling factor depending on Rin and K with
c(Rin) =
K∑
k=2
2k
2k − α
(
K
k
)(
R2in
R2
)k (
1− R
2
in
R2
)K−k
.
Particularly, for the typical case that α = 3, we can show that 1 ≤ c(Rin) ≤ 4.
Proof: See Appendix C.
A direct comparison between Lemma 5 and 6 yields the SNR gain of cell-interior scheduling over the
all-inclusive counterpart as shown below.
Proposition 3 (SNR gain of cell-interior scheduling). Given the distance threshold Rin, the cell-interior
scheduling can attain the following receive SNR gain over the all-inclusive scheduling:
GSNR =
E[ρ0(Rin)]
E(ρ0)
= a
(
R
Rin
)α
, (23)
where a = 2K−α
2K
c(Rin) is a bounded scaling factor, with c(Rin) given in Lemma 6.
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Note from Propositions 2 and 3 that both the fraction of exploited data and the SNR gain of the cell-
interior scheduling are non-linear functions of the range ratio Rin
R
, but with different exponent scalings:
the former is the square power law while the latter being a power law with the exponent equal to the
path-loss exponent α.
C. Reliability-Quantity Tradeoff
Based on Proposition 2 and 3, the mentioned tradeoff between update reliability and data quantity can
be derived as follows.
Proposition 4 (Reliability-quantity tradeoff). When cell-interior scheduling is employed, the tradeoff
between the SNR gain and the fraction of exploited data for model training is given by
GSNR = a
(
1
FDAT
)α
2
(24)
Proposition 4 suggests that the path-loss component α plays a crucial role in determining how much
SNR gain can be attained at the cost of losing a fraction (1 − FDAT) of training data. The larger the
value of α is, the higher the cost is. Next, the result also provides a guideline for the selection of the
distance threshold Rin. Generally speaking, for large α, the learning performance is more SNR-limited.
It is thus desired to have a smaller Rin to alleviate the SNR penalty due to the scheduling of cell-edge
devices. In contrast, for small α, the learning performance is limited by the size of training dataset, and
thus data-limited. Thereby, it is preferable to increase Rin to include more remote data at the edge to the
training set with a degraded but acceptable receive SNR.
We note that the optimal Rin that achieves the best learning accuracy is challenging to derive since
how the said tradeoff affects the learning performance has complex dependence on the data distribution,
learning task and the learning model. Nevertheless, a general insight can be obtained is that, in the case
of non-IID data distribution (see Section VI for the definition), the learning performance tends to be more
data-limited and thus a larger Rin is desired compared with the IID case.
D. Coping with Data Deficiency
The data deficiency of cell-interior scheduling, namely, the failure of exploiting cell-edge data, may lead
to learning performance degradation. Two methods for addressing the issue are discussed in the sequel.
1) High-mobility networks: Consider the scenario where edge devices have high mobility and their
locations change rapidly over time. In this scenario, the cell-interior scheduling is also known as oppor-
tunistic scheduling. Given high mobility, the scheme can automatically cope with the data deficiency since
an cell-edge device can enter the cell-interior in a subsequent communication round and be scheduled.
By assuming the locations of all devices are i.i.d. over communication rounds, we can quantify this fact
as follows.
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Proposition 5. In a high-mobility network with K devices and given a training period consisting of NCR
communication rounds, the probability that all distributed data is exploited for learning is given by
pall =
(
1− (1− pin)NCR
)K
(25)
≈ 1−K(1− pin)NCR , NCR →∞, (26)
where pin =
(
Rin
R
)2
denotes the probability that a device lies in the cell-interior.
Proof: The proof is straightforward by noting that the event that all data is exploited during NCR
communication rounds is equivalent to that all devices are ever in the cell-interior in NCR communication
rounds. The detailed derivation is omitted for brevity.
Note that, as NCR increases, the probability pall approaches to 1 at an exponential rate. This justifies our
claim that the opportunistic (cell-interior) scheduling can efficiently cope with the data deficiency issue
by simply increasing NCR to exploit the device mobility.
2) Low-mobility networks: However, in the low-mobility networks, the fraction of exploited data by
cell-interior scheduling remains unchanged over communication rounds. For this reason, we propose the
following alternating-scheduling scheme to exploit the cell-edge data.
Scheme 2 (Edge-Interior Alternating scheduling). The edge server alternates between cell-interior
scheduling (Scheme 1) and all-inclusive scheduling.
By alternating cell-interior and all-inclusive scheduling, the current scheme strike a balance between
the advantages/disadvantages of the two sub-schemes. In particular, alternating scheme can exploit all
data for learning while achieving an effective receive SNR averaging those of the two sub-schemes.
The alternating frequency between the two modes could be optimized to balance the reliability-quantity
tradeoff for improving learning performance. As a result, the alternating scheduling can outperform both
the cell-interior and all-inclusive schedulings.
V. LATENCY ANALYSIS: BROADBAND ANALOG AGGREGATION V.S. BROADBAND DIGITAL
AGGREGATION
The key advantage of the proposed BBA w.r.t. the conventional digital OFDMA is the significant
reduction in communication latency. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the fundamental reason for the latency
reduction is the difference in how the two schemes allocate the spectrum to devices. BAA allows
the complete reuse of the whole bandwidth to exploit “interference” for direct aggregation. OFDMA
orthogonalizes the bandwidth allocation to avoid interference for offering reliable communication. As a
result, the bandwidth per device reduces with the number of devices. In this section, we analyze the
latency reduction of BAA w.r.t. OFDMA.
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Figure 5. Broadband analog aggregation versus broadband digital aggregation.
A. Latency Analysis of Broadband Analog Aggregation
For BAA, each model parameter is amplitude-modulated to a single analog symbol and each sub-
channel is dedicated for a single parameter transmission. Thus, to upload a model update of dimension
q, the total number of analog symbols to be transmitted is calculated as
(Analog symbols for one update) Dana = q (symbols). (27)
Since all devices transmit their model-updates simultaneously using all available sub-channels. One can
easily derive that the number of OFDM symbols required for transmitting the whole update is equal to
q
M
. Thus, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 6 (Latency for BAA). The latency per communication round for BAA is given by
Tana =
q
M
Ts, (28)
where Ts is the symbol duration of an OFDM symbol.
Two key observations can be made from the result in (28) as follows:
• Due to the complete reuse of radio resource (e.g., time and frequency) among devices, the resultant
latency is thus independent of the number of accessing devices, making it particularly promising in
dense edge-learning network.
• The latency of the analog aggregation is a deterministic value independent of the channel realizations,
which is in contrast to the digital counterpart whose latency is a random variable due to the channel-
dependent transmission rate as will be shown in (33).
B. Latency Analysis of Broadband Digital Aggregation
For broadband digital aggregation (OFDMA), each parameter is first quantized into a fixed number of
bits, denoted as Q. Then, for a device to upload a model update of dimension q, the total data amount to
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be transmitted is
(Data amount for one update) Ddig = qQ (bits). (29)
During update aggregation, all K edge devises communicate with the edge server based on OFDMA
to avoid inter-device interference. For simplicity, we assume that the total available bandwidth is evenly
divided and assigned to K devices, so each device uploads its local model via an equal portion of allocated
sub-channels [see Fig. 5(b)]. Thus the number of sub-channels allocated to device k is given by
(Allocated sub-channels per device) Mk =
M
K
. (30)
Thus the received signals from device k on the m-th sub-channel can be rewritten from (7) as
y
(m)
k = r
−α
2
k h
(m)
k p
(m)
k x
(m)
k + z
(m). (31)
where the notations follow those in (7) with the index of OFDM symbol omitted to avoid heavy notation.
xk denotes the quantized version of the model-update parameter. Since only a fraction of spectrum is used
by each device, the power constraint in (9) is modified as follows:
(Power constraint) E
[
|p(m)k (h(m)k )|2
]
≤ KP0
M
, ∀k. (32)
In order to derive the model updating latency, the transmission rate of the system is needed. To this end,
we consider the practical adaptive QAM modulation scheme [35]. It is well known that the optimal power
control for such a scheme follows “water-filling” over channel realizations. The resultant transmission rate
has no closed-form, making latency analysis intractable. The difficulty can be overcome by considering
the sub-optimal power control, truncated channel inversion in (11). Then based on the result from [35],
given a target bit error rate (BER), the resultant transmission rate for device k on sub-channel m is:
(Instantaneous transmission rate) R(m)k =

Bsub log2
(
1 +
−1.5ρk
ln(5BER)
)
, |h(m)k |2 ≥ gth
0, |h(m)k |2 < gth,
(33)
where Bsub = BM denotes the sub-carrier spacing in the OFDM system and the receive SNR ρk can be
easily derived by substituting (11) into (32):
ρk =
KP0
MrαkEi(gth)
. (34)
By taking expectation of (33) w.r.t. sub-channel coefficient h(m)k and summing over all the allocated sub-
channel indeces {m}Mkm=1, the expected sum transmission rate for device k can be computed as follows:
Rk = E
(
Mk∑
m=1
R
(m)
k
)
=MkBsub log2
(
1 +
−1.5ρk
ln(5BER)
)
Pr(|h(m)k |2 ≥ gth). (35)
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Based on the Rayleigh-fading channel model, we have Pr(|h(m)k |2 > gth) = exp(−gth). Thus (35) can be
explicitly given by
(Expected transmission rate) Rk =MkBsub log2
(
1 +
−1.5KP0
ln(5BER)MrαkEi(gth)
)
exp(−gth). (36)
Given (29) and (36), we derive the expected update communication latency for device k, denoted by Tk,
as follows.
Tk =
Ddig
Rk
=
KqQ
MBsub log2
(
1 + −1.5KP0
ln(5BER)Mrαk Ei(gth)
)
exp(−gth)
. (37)
Since the model aggregation is performed offline by the edge server after all local models are reliably
received, the communication latency is determined by that of the slowest device, which is known as the
straggler effect. Accordingly, we can establish the main result in the current sub-section as follows.
Proposition 7 (Expected latency for broadband digital aggregation). The expected latency per communi-
cation round for broadband digital model aggregation is given by
Tdig = max
k
{Tk} = KqQ
M log2
(
1 + −1.5KP0
ln(5BER)MrαmaxEi(gth)
)
exp(−gth)
Ts, (38)
where rmax = maxk{r1, r2, · · · , rK} denotes the distance to the furthest user, and Ts = 1Bsub is the symbol
duration of an OFDM symbol.
Several key observations can be made from (38) as summarized below:
• The latency of the scheme approximately linearly scales with the number of accessing devices K.
• Due to the straggler effect, the latency of the scheme is bottlenecked by the distance to the furthest
user in the network rmax. The level of latency penalty for scheduling a far-away user is determined
by the path-loss exponent α.
• The latency can be controlled by the target BER. Lower BER can accelerate the update aggregation
but at a cost of degraded update-reliability and vice versa.
C. Latency Comparison between Analog and Digital Aggregation
Combining Propositions 6 and 7, we are ready to derive the latency-reduction ratio of BAA w.r.t. the
digital counterpart, defined as γ = Tdig
Tana
, as follows.
Proposition 8 (Latency reduction). The latency-reduction ratio of the BAA over its digital counterpart,
is given by
γ =
KQ
log2
(
1 + −1.5KP0
ln(5BER)MrαmaxEi(gth)
)
exp(−gth)
. (39)
Based on Proposition 8, the following insights can be derived.
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Table I
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALOG AND DIGITAL MODEL AGGREGATION.
Broadband analog aggregation Broadband digital aggregation
Effect of channel condition Receive SNR and Truncation ratio [see (15) & (16)] Transmission rate [see (33)]
Distance dependency Receive SNR depends on furthest user [see (15)] Latency depends on furthest user [see (38)]
Latency scaling with # of devices Independent [see (28)] Approximately linear scaling [see (38)]
Update reliability guarantee Loose guarantee by scheduling [see (23)] Strict guarantee specified by target BER
• The latency-reduction ratio scales linearly with the quantization resolution Q and approximately
linearly with the number of devices K. More precisely, we have the following scaling law w.r.t. K:
γ = O
(
K
log2K
)
, K →∞. (40)
• The latency-reduction ratio can keep increasing unboundedly as rmax → ∞ and the increasing rate
depends on the path-loss exponent α.
• The latency-reduction ratio is a monotone decreasing function of the target BER. Particularly, as
BER → 0, the ratio grows unboundedly, i.e., γ → ∞, since no practical modulation scheme can
achieve zero BER.
• For the digital scheme, the power-cutoff threshold has double effects on the latency-reduction ratio
via affecting the receive SNR and channel-cutoff probability. On one hand, increasing gth leads to a
higher receive SNR of the digital scheme as reflected in (34), which reduces the latency-reduction
ratio. On the other hand, a large gth incurs a high channel-cutoff probability, that reduces the expected
transmission rate of the digital scheme [see (36)] and thus increases the latency-reduction ratio.
A comprehensive comparison between analog and digital aggregation is summarized in Table I.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiment Settings
Consider a FEEL system with one edge server and K = 200 edge devices. The simulation parameters
are set as follows unless specified otherwise. The cell radius is R = 100, the path loss exponent α = 3,
the number of sub-channels M = 1000, the average transmit power constraint per device P0 = 0.1(W ),
and the channel noise variance N0 = −80 dBm.
For exposition, we consider the learning task of handwritten-digit recognition using the well-known
MNIST dataset that consists of 10 categories ranging from digit “0” to “9” and a total of 60000 labeled
training data samples. To simulate the distributed mobile data, we consider two types of data partitions, i.e.,
the IID setting and non-IID one. For the former setting, we randomly partition the training samples into
200 equal shares, each of which is assigned to one particular device. While for the latter setting, we first
sort the data by digit label, divide it into 400 shards of size 150, and assign each of 200 clients 2 shards.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the classifier model is implemented using a 6-layer convolutional neural network
(CNN) that consists of two 5x5 convolution layers with ReLu activation (the first with 32 channels, the
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Figure 7. Test accuracy versus distance threshold in cell-interior scheduling.
second with 64), each followed with 2x2 max pooling, a fully connected layer with 512 units and ReLu
activation, and a final softmax output layer (582,026 parameters in total).
B. Tradeoff in User Scheduling
The tradeoff inherent in the user scheduling problem is first shown in Fig. 7. Consider the cell-interior
scheduling in Scheme 1. The bar-figure showing the ultimate test accuracy of the learned model against
the selection of the normalized distance threshold Rin/R is plotted under varying values of the path-loss
component α. Both the cases of IID and non-IID data-partition are experimented. It can be observed from
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(a) non-IID data distribution (b) IID data distribution
Figure 8. Performance comparison between different scheduling schemes in the high-mobility scenario.
(a) non-IID data distribution (b) IID data distribution
Figure 9. Performance comparison between different scheduling schemes in the low-mobility scenario.
all plots that, as the more devices included in the aggregation by increasing Rin, the test accuracy first
increases then decreases after a certain point, passing through a data-limited regime towards a SNR-limited
regime. The phenomenon verifies the existence of the said reliability-quantity tradeoff in user scheduling.
In addition, as the path-loss exponent increases, the learning performance is found to be more suffered
from SNR-limited than data-limited, suggesting a decreasing choice of Rin to reduce the SNR penalty due
to the scheduling of cell-edge devices. Last, it is also noted that the non-IID setting is in general more
data-hungry than the IID one, thereby preferring a higher value of Rin even when the path-loss exponent
is high [see Fig. 7(c)]. The observations align with our previous discussions in Section IV-C.
C. Performance Comparison between Different Scheduling Schemes
The performance of the developed cell-interior scheduling scheme is evaluated in Fig. 8 and 9, targeting
the high-mobility and low-mobility networks, respectively. The difference between the two scenarios is
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Figure 10. Performance comparison between BAA and OFDMA.
that, in the former setting, the devices lying within the cell-interior change rapidly over communication
rounds, while in the latter case, the device locations remain unchanged throughout the entire learning
process. For all curves, the distance threshold Rin is optimized numerically for the best test accuracy. It is
observed that the cell-interior scheduling outperforms the naive all-inclusive scheme by a remarkable gap
in the high-mobility scenario where the learning performance is more SNR-limited. On the other hand,
in the low-mobility scenario where the cell-interior scheduling suffers from data-deficiency, the proposed
alternating scheduling scheme can enhance the learning performance further by occasionally exploiting
the data in the cell-edge devices.
D. Performance Comparison: Broadband Analog Aggregation v.s. Broadband Digital Aggregation
The learning accuracy and communication latency of the BAA and the digital OFDMA are compared
in Fig. 10 under the same transmit SNR per user and a fixed user scheduling scheme with Rin
R
= 0.5. For
the digital OFDMA, model-update parameters are quantized into bit sequence with 16-bit per parameter,
and the adaptive MQAM modulation is used to maximize the spectrum efficiency under a target BER
of 10−3. As shown at Fig. 10(a), although BAA is expected to be more vulnerable to channel noise,
it is interesting to see that the two schemes are comparable in learning accuracy (for both the IID and
non-IID settings). Such accurate learning of BAA is partly due to the high expressiveness of the deep
neural network which makes the learnt model robust against perturbation by channel noise. The result
has a profound and refreshing implication that reliable communication may not be the primary concern
in edge learning. Essentially, BAA exploits this relaxation on communication reliability to trade for a low
communication latency as shown at Fig. 10(b). The latency gap between the two schemes is remarkable.
Without compromising the learning accuracy, BAA can achieve a significant latency reduction ranging
from 10x to 1000x. In general, the superiority in latency of BAA over OFDMA is more pronounced in
the low SNR regime and dense-network scenarios.
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Figure 11. Illustration of robust BAA by direct sequence spread spectrum technique.
VII. EXTENSIONS AND DISCUSSION
A. Robust Design Against Adversarial Attacks by Spread Spectrum
One practical issue to be concerned in the federated edge learning is the vulnerability to the adversarial
attack by some hostile users who purposely upload inaccurate model-updates or random noise during the
model aggregation. The attack may lead to the divergence of the learning algorithm and thus crash down
the whole training process. This motivates the design of robust BAA that can suppress the attack from
adversarial users as discussed in the sequel.
The proposed solution is to deploy the direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique [36] to
encode the model-updates before transmission. As illustrated in Fig. 11, the basic idea of the design
is to ensure all legitimate users to use a common spreading code assigned by the server to facilitate
protected model aggregation. While the adversarial user who is not aware of the spreading code can have
its interference suppressed in the despreading/decoding process at the server. The signalling protocol of
the design is summarized as follows.
DSSS-based BAA:
1) All legitimate devices in the network are assigned by the server a common spreading code, i.e., a
pseudorandom-noise code sequence taking value 1 or −1, unknown to the adversarial device.
2) Before transmission, all legitimate devices will scramble its model-update symbols with the assigned
spreading code.
3) Last, at the edge server side, the received superimposed signal containing all simultaneous trans-
mitting signals will be despread using the known legitimate spreading code.
Since all legitimate devices share the common speading code, the de-speading operation on the received
superimposed signal at the edge server can automatically yield the desired aggregation of the original
model-updates from the legitimate devices while suppressing that from the adversarial device by the
spectrum-spreading factor defined shortly.
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As shown in Fig. 12, the implementation of DSSS-based BAA simply involves adding an additional
block between the analog amplitude modulation and the IFFT block in the original architecture shown in
Fig. 3(a). It is also illustrated in Fig. 12 that the multiplication between the model-update with a high-rate
spreading code is equal to spreading the bandwidth used for transmitting the update by a factor of
(Spreading factor) γ =
T
τc
, (41)
where T denotes the symbol duration of the original model-update and τc the duration of a chip.
Therefore, the spreading factor in (41) controls a tradeoff between the latency-reduction ratio of the
BAA scheme and the enhancement in receive SNR of model-updates as elaborated below.
Remark 2 (Latency-reduction ratio v.s. SNR enhancement). As mentioned, by using DSSS technique,
the system consumes γ-times more bandwidth for model-update transmission. This, to some extent,
compromise the latency-reduction ratio achieved by the BAA over the digital counterpart. Nevertheless,
the cost is compensated by safety as well as an improved SNR by the spreading factor.
B. Coping with Cell-Edge Devices by Beamforming
As mentioned, the update reliability of the proposed BAA scheme is limited by cell-edge devices. The
bottleneck can be alleviated by beamforming if a multi-antenna array is available at the edge server. The
key idea is to form sharp beams towards those cell-edge devices to compensate their path-loss so that the
receive SNR in (15) limited by the furthest devices can be improved.
The resultant aggregation-beamforming for cell-edge device enhancement differs from the conven-
tional space division multiple access (SDMA) beamforming in design principle. Essentially, aggregation-
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Figure 13. Illustration of aggregation-beamforming and SDMA-beamforming.
beamforming aims at amplitude alignment between different received signals, while SDMA attempts to
suppress multi-user interference so as to recover individual data streams from different devices. The
difference can be crystalized via their problem formulation as follows.
To this end, we consider the following multi-antenna system model:
y = FHHx+ FHn, (42)
where F ∈ CN×K is the beamforming matrix to be designed and N denotes the number of antennas
equipped at the edge server; H ∈ CN×K is the channel matrix whose k-th column represents the channel
vector for the k-th device. x ∈ CK is the transmitted symbol vector with the k-th element being the
symbol from the device k. n is the AWGN vector with E(nnH) = N0I. According to (42), the aggregation-
beamforming for cell-edge device enhancement can be designed by solving the following unconstrained
SNR maximization problem:
(Aggregation-beamforming) max
F
Tr
(
FHH˜H˜HF
)
N0Tr(FHF)
, (43)
where H˜ contains the channel vectors of the weak users to be enhanced. On the other hand, in SDMA,
each column of F, denoted by fk, represents a dedicated beam targeting an intended user while nulling
the interference from others. It thereby yields the following constrained SNR-maximization problem.
(SDMA-beamforming)
max
fk
fHk hk∑
g 6=k f
H
k hg +N0
∀k
s.t. fHk hg = 0, ∀g 6= k.
(44)
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Remark 3 (Feasibility condition). A comparison between the problem in (43) and that in (44) reveals
that, the implementation of SDMA requires N ≥ K to ensure there are sufficient DoFs to enforce the zero-
forcing constraints. This may not be feasible for the large-scale network with a large K, e.g., 100−1000.
In contrast, the aggregation-beamforming is always feasible while more DoFs can lead to a higher SNR
enhancement to the weak users.
Remark 4 (Beam pattern comparision). The resultant beamformer patterns from the two formulations are
compared in Fig.13. In general, aggregation-beamforming can form sharper and stronger beams towards
the targeted cell-edge users as the full DoFs are used for SNR enhancement. On the contrary, the beams
formed by SDMA towards the intended users tend to be flatter and weaker as the interference nulling
constraints consume part of the DoFs, leaving only a fraction of DoFs for SNR enhancement. Furthermore,
users near to each other may cause the differentiability issue in SDMA, due to a finite spatial resolution.
This, however, is irrelevant to aggregation-beamforming as no discrimination between users is required.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented the framework of BAA for low-latency FEEL. The design exploits
the wave-from superposition property of a multi-access channel for communication-efficient update ag-
gregation. The significance of the work lies in the finding of two communication-and-learning tradeoffs,
namely the SNR-truncation tradeoff resulting from the amplitude alignment required for aggregation, and
the reliabilty-quantity tradeoff due to the scheduling of cell-interior devices for constraining path loss. The
tradeoffs are fundamental for FEEL network with BAA and can provide useful guidelines for network
planning and optimization. Besides the findings in tradeoffs, we also prove that the latency-reduction
ratio of the proposed BAA w.r.t. the traditional OFDMA scheme scale almost linearly with the device
population, justifying the claimed low-latency property.
At a higher lever, the current work represents an initial but important steps towards the fusion of com-
munication and computation/learning. It opens several directions for further investigation. One direction
is to further enhance the aggregation performance of BAA by exploiting the clustering structure in device
distribution for scheduling. Another interesting direction is to integrate the BAA design with the sparsity-
induced update-compression techniques for further reducing the communication overhead. Last, robust
BAA against the synchronization error is also an important topic to be addressed.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 3
By definition, we can establish the following event equivalence.
Pr(Kin = k) = Pr (k devices lie in the range of Rin while (K − k) ones out of the range of Rin) . (45)
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Since the device-locations are i.i.d. distributed, the events defined on the right hand side in (45) follows
a Binomial distribution with the success probability equal to Pr(rk ≤ Rin), i.e., the probability that a
device lie in the range of Rin:
Pr(Kin = k) =
(
K
k
)
[Pr(rk ≤ Rin)]k [1− Pr(rk ≤ Rin)]K−k . (46)
Then, according to the uniform distribution presented in (10), we have
Pr(rk ≤ Rin) =
∫ Rin
0
2r
R2
dr =
R2in
R2
. (47)
Thereby, by substituting (47) into (47), the desired result is obtained.
B. Proof of Lemma 5
By using Lemma 4 and (15), the expected receive SNR of all-inclusive scheme can be computed by
E(ρ0) =
∫ R
0
P0
MxαEi(gth)
frmax(x)dx
=
P0
MEi(gth)
2K
R2K
∫ R
0
x2K−α−1dx (48)
To ensure that the integral in (48) converges, it requires that 2K − α− 1 ≥ 0. The assumption always
holds in practice as mentioned earlier. Under the assumption for convergence, by completing the integral,
we can have the desired result:
E(ρ0) =
2K
2K − α
P0
MRαEi(gth)
. (49)
C. Proof of Lemma 6
For the cell-interior scheduling, the expectation on the receive SNR is more challenging to derive, as
the number of scheduled devices is now a random variable, adding an additional layer of randomness to
the receive SNR besides the randomly distributed device-distance.
To overcome the challenge, we find it convenient to tackle the two-layer randomness sequentially using
the trick of conditional expectation. Particularly, the expected aligned received power can be computed
using the following formula.
E(ρ0) = E[E(ρ0 | Kin = k)], (50)
where the first expectation is taken over the k-th furthest distance to the edge server conditioned on
Kin = k, while the second expectation is over the variable Kin whose PMF is given in Lemma 3. Then
(50) can be explicitly written as
E(ρ0) =
K∑
k=0
E(ρ0 | Kin = k)Pr(Kin = k). (51)
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For simplicity, we consider the typical case that α = 3. Note that the first term in (50) is equal to
zero, i.e., E(ρ0 | Kin = 0) = 0, and the second term is negligible when K is sufficiently large since
Pr(Kin = 1)→ 0 and E(ρ0 | Kin = k) should be bounded.
Then remaining task is to compute E(ρ0 | Kin = k) for k ≥ 2. Note that given Kin = k, the k scheduled
devices also follow i.i.d. uniform distribution over the cell-interior within the distance of Rin. As a result,
by following simular steps in the proof of Lemma 5, for k ≥ 2, one can easily derive that,
E(ρ0 | Kin = k) = 2k
2k − α
P0
MRαinEi(gth)
, (52)
Substituting (52) into (51), it follows that
E(ρ0) =
P0
MRαinEi(gth)
K∑
k=2
2k
2k − α
(
K
k
)(
R2in
R2
)k (
1− R
2
in
R2
)K−k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(Rin)
, (53)
which gives the derived result in (22).
Also note that the scaling factor c(Rin) is essentially a weighted average for the term 2k2k−α from k = 2
to K. Given that α = 3, and K is sufficiently large, we note that 2k
2k−α monotonically ranges from 1 to 4.
Since a weighted average for the values from a range will not exceed the range, it gives the conclusion
that 1 ≤ c(Rin) ≤ 4, which completes the proof.
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